Date: November, 2018
Description: ARB COMPACT DIRECTORS CHAIR HIGH BACK
Part No. & Barcode: PN# 10500131 Barcode: 9332018054579
Dimension (mm) & Weight (kg): Packaged: (40 x 47 x 60cm H) & (7kg)
Recommended Retail Price: EUR 84.90
Product Group: 350 – GENERAL ACCESSORIES
Availability Date in Europe: December 2018

Product Specification
Trying to balance a practical, comfortable camping chair equally suited to relaxing around camp or sitting at a table with a compact packed size has always been a challenge. ARB will have you sitting with a cool beverage before you know it, introducing the new ARB Compact directors chair in the styling of Old Man Emu colors,

Sporting Old Man Emu colours and a sleek anodized aluminum cross support frame for class leading style, the new ARB directors chair is sure to turn heads at the campsite, sporting events or your mates BBQ. With full high back support, auto folding table with cup holder, padded armrests, safety lock out button, unique any-terrain legs, integrated fully PVC welded no leak cooler bag and an abundance of pockets and organisers which all folds neatly down into an easy pack carry bag, you will be surly impressed.

ARB’s Compact director’s chair has a unique folding mechanism that folds all the arms and legs together into a compact square shape to suit easy packing in your vehicle. The high back provides excellent comfort when either around the campfire or sitting upright at the camp table a must for every campsite.
Features:
- High back for added support to the user
- Durable 420D rip stop material for chair fabric
- Strong 300D PVC lined carry bag with reversible zips and long handles
- Built in Rubber gripped handle on chair for use without bag
- Easy folding action with lock out button.
- 130Kg Rated (286lbs rated)
- Pre-Bent feet to provide superior levelling on uneven terrain
- Anodized Aluminium cross support frames for class leading style
- Use of Aluminium & Steel Tube to reduce weight and provide additional strength
- 24mm (0.94") Steel Tube arms and back support and 22mm (0.86") Aluminium tube frame
- Safety Lock to stop unexpected folding and provide stability
- Side table with oversized mug/cup holder
- Padded arm rests
- Magazine pocket or carry bag pocket on seat back
- Welded seam cooler bag with mesh pockets.

Technical Specifications
- Heavy Duty durable 300D Nylon oxford weave with webbing binding
- 24mm (0.94") Steel Tube and 22mm (0.86") Aluminum tube
- UV resistant anodized legs
- 130Kg/286lbs rated
- Padded backrest and seat
- Zippered Nylon Carry bag with shoulder strap
- Safety lock out latch
- Riveted steel pins
- Spare parts to be available soon.

Tech Spec – Dimensions:
Pack Down in Bag size
- 40cm (D) (15.74")
- 47cm (W) (18.5")
- 60cm (H) (23.62")

Weight
- 7kg / 15.4lbs